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Update 

 

• Group D met to discuss the proposal of Lise on the process, and María Fernanda on the 

content, of a future multistakeholder process on “the Internet we want” 

• The group agreed on keeping the structure of “the Internet we want” as close as possible 

to the UN’s SDGs (goals, targets, indicators and metrics) 

• María Fernanda presented the draft vision paper, to be sent to the Leadership Panel, for 

comments from members (of Group D and LP more broadly) by 31 May 

• Members also discussed how the MAG and full multistakeholder community can be best 

involved to draft “the internet we want” 

• Chengetai suggested that a first draft of the vision paper for “the internet we want” 

could be published on 11th July – to be discussed by all stakeholders. 

• The group agreed that the full LP needs to review the draft first and then agree on the 

next steps in the process. 

• Group D will ask the Chair of the Leadership Panel to organise a LP meeting after 31 May 

to discuss “the Internet we want” – both content and process. 

• AOB: 

o Amandeep informed the group that the Global Digital Compact timeline has 

changed, with the next deep-dives being: 

▪ Thematic Deep-Dive - Artificial Intelligence and other emerging 

technologies (25 May) 

▪ Thematic Deep-Dive - Digital Trust and security (25 May) 

▪ Thematic Deep-Dive - Global digital commons (14 June) 

▪ Thematic Deep-Dive - Accelerating progress on the Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) (14 June) 

o Secretary-General will present the policy brief in early June 

o Lise reminded the members of the IGF session at Rights Con (7th June) and 

invited members to join her online or onsite with ‘Gbenga  

 


